
Furnishings, 
accessories 

and delightful 
decorations to 

dress your event 
to impress

 



''We can honestly say the most exciting part of our 
wedding was hand-selecting our stunning furnishings, 

gorgeous accessories and delightful finishing touches to 
uniquely style our tipis for our big day. 

We're so proud to be able to share with you our collection 
of exquisite pieces to make your day extra-special. 

Seen something you love, and it's not featured in our 
catalogue? Tell us, as we're always on the look out for fab, 

on-trend items. We'll wave our magic wands and do all 
we can to bring you that much sought-after number. 

If bespoke is your thing, we've also got a pretty talented, 
creative bunch of folk who can make just about anything 

your heart desires. Just share with us your inspiration 
and we'll take care of the rest. 

Enjoy, and do keep us in the loop with your amazing 
plans to make your tipi ultra-personal. We simply can't 

wait to see it styled uniquely for your event.

Tipi Unique team x  
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bespoke for you
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Prices valid until December 2019. 
Prices shown exclude VAT and 5% damage waiver cost and any associated delivery fees. 
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Trestle tables
Our trestle tables are a great low-cost 
alternative to our wooden tables. 
They're perfect for caterers, as display 
tables and more...(Linen required). 

5'6 round: £11 (seats up to 10)
6' round: £12.50 (seats up to 12)
6' long: £6

A PLACE TO PERCH
a place 
to perch

Hand-crafted long table and benches
Built with love and care, and to last! Our long tables complete with benches are fab for a few 
select friends (6-8 to be precise) For a different vibe, line ‘em up for full-on
banqueting with family and friends at the heart.

Table: £14 (Size: 191cm x 82cm)

Bench: £6 (Size: 191cm x 26cm)

Set: £24

Rustic-luxe rounds
Exclusive to Tipi Unique, beautifully 
hand-crafted rustic wooden round tables. 
Let the exquisite detailing shine and 
enjoy creating many special moments 
around these beauties.(Save on linen 
costs too)!
5’6: £30 (The perfect fit for 8-10 guests)

6': £35 (The perfect fit for 10-12 guests)

Cross-back chairs 
The hottest chair in town. These 
delightful cross-backs are causing a stir 
and are the perfect choice for completing 
your  farmhouse/country vibe. 
£4.50 per chair

Wooden folders
Beautiful wooden chairs, simple, practical and 
perfectly matched to our rustic tables - go on 
get stylish!

£3 per chair

Chiavari chairs
Charming full-back lime wash chairs, complete 
with a sumptuous ivory cushion pad. (Other 
colours available inc. leopard print - do go 
wild, grrrr!)

£4.50 per chair

Get creative with your seating: 
Why not try mixing your chairs and benches...

Thrones for the super important, or uber-comfy seats for your favourite folk. 
Blend rounds & rectangles for an eclectic mix to suit your family & friendship groups. 

Foldable high 
chairs
Treat your cute-as-button infants and 
toddlers to their very own seat complete 
with safety harness, tray and foot rest. 
(Suitable from 6 months old)

£10 per chair



Add light and colour to your 
celebration 
Transform your tipi into your ultimate party experience. Our colour-variable 
lighting kits can offer natural warm daytime glows, highlight stunning feature 
arrangements, and also have more changeable effects than you can shake a 
stick at. We love the colour change in time to your beats. What will your fave 
be?

Giant and 8m tipis: £140
Ohana tipi and 6m square tent: £80

DAZZLING LIGHTS
DAZZLING 

LIGHTS

Wow-factor guaranteed fairy lights 
packages
With our fairy lights packages you can get creative and add sparkle around 
your dance floor, frame the head table or even impress your guests on 
arrival. Why not dress the tipi canopies, or the tops of the tipis for vertical 
impact and to enhance the grandeur and drama experienced by all? Wait 'til 
dusk and see the fairy lights glowing against the canvas and watch them 
transform the evening ambience.

Giant and 8m tipis: £100 (5 sets per tipis)

Ohana tipi and 6m square tent: £60 
£25 each (Extra sets)



THE FAVES
The Faves

Stage
Elevate your atmosphere and 
entertainment and make an impact with a 
headline act performance area.

16' x 8' stage £225 
*(Suitable for up to 5-piece band with kit). 
**(If you have specific requirements, ask us about 
tailored sizes, heights and more). 

Dance floor
Dancing until dawn, yep the sign of a great 
night out! Our stunning parquet dance floors 
with their luxe-gloss finish will have
everyone busting some moves.

12' x 12': £200 (c3.5m x 3.5m. Up to 50 boogiers)

15' x 15': £250 (c4.5m x 4.5m. Up to 70 boogiers)

18' x 18': £300 (c5.5m x 5.5m. Up to 90 boogiers)

21' x 21': £350 (c6.5m x 6.5m. Up to 110 boogiers)

THE FAVES

Exquisite 3m round 
bar
Our hand-made 3m round bar structure is a fabulous 
focal point for the most important of activities - 
raising a glass and kick-starting the party. With it's 
stunning look, and subtle below-counter lighting, not 
to mention stacks of shelving, you'll be covered for 
places to store all those bar sundries and of course 
connect up your must-have on-draught tipples. 

Full round bar: £525 (7 sections in total)

Half round bar: £225 (3 sections in total)

Reclaimed bar
Our hand-made vintage crate-end bar structure is 
made-to-measure and follows the subtle curves 
of our tipis. It is the perfect fit and accompa-
niment to any bash. Available as 1.7m bar or 
choose to extend this space up to 3.7m overall. 

Main bar: £100 (1.7m length, 1.1m height)

Extension: £50 per piece (1.2m x 1.1m 
pieces)

Half round bar
Less definitely is more in this case. Use 
our half round bar to create a striking 
feature bar for smaller gatherings. Display 
delicious treats and special details or amp 
up the party as a super-cool DJ station...

£225 *Shown sited in one of our awning extension 
sections. Price of awning extension £275



Festoon lights
The possibilities are just endless, our LED festoon lights can be used 
along the canopy to add a vintage-inspired and welcoming front 
entrance. Create uber-gorge and beautifully-lit walkways that are 
perfect for impromptu photos at dusk - simply magical! Try them 
swagged throughout creating a stunning roofscape that adds an 
alluring and appealing ambience. Inspiring, interesting and practical 
too - they really do have it all!

£2.50 per metre. (Provided with a choice of 1.2m or 2.5m hooks)

Feature displays: 
floral romance & 
rustic ladders
Create striking focal points and feature 
displays for those 'it's-so-amazing' moments. 
Take inspiration from rustic and reclaimed 
ladders to present unique table plans or 
sentimental pieces. Available as complete 
sets or individual pieces to hire.

Ladder set: £40 (Includes two 5-rung ladders)

Floral, lantern & crate display: £60
Large lantern with four pillar candles: 
£30 

Matted walkways
From the moment your guests arrive, guide them toward your breath-
taking tipis. Add 10m matted walkways as you wish for that extra 
special entrance and opening to your event. Great too for pathways 
around your event, to loos, caterers and camping villages etc. For the 
ultimate VIP experience, make it as long and dramatic as you wish 
and get-your-strut-on knowing those pinkies are protected!

£30 per 10m section

FIRST IMPRESSIONS

Delightful terrace areas 
Our fave part of any celebration, is the gathering of friends and 
family together. Add a stand-out exterior area and let your loved 
ones mingle, enjoying the atmosphere and all look on at the 
moments and memories being shared. Just perfect too as a rather 
fabulous designated food and drinks courtyard. 

£170 *Price includes 40m matting and 20m festoon lights 

First
Impressions



Mini fire pit

Our mini fire pit is the perfect addition to 
the chill-out tipi.  Its been lovingly crafted 
to bring all the joys of our large fire-pit but 
set at 60cm in height it is designed to be 
enjoyed whilst relaxing on sofas and casual 
furnishings.
£130 inc. fire logs for an 8-hour burn.

Large wooden fire-pit
A sure-fire crowd pleaser.  Enjoy the mesmerising flickering flames and let the warm heat 
soothe and restore your energies. Perfect as the sun sets on a summer’s eve and simply 
captivating as the heart of any event on a cold winter’s day. Share experiences as you toast 
your very first marshmallow or revel in the nostalgia as you let the smell and taste remind 
you of fond childhood memories around the campfire.

£180 inc. smokeless fire logs for an 8-hour burn. 

Fire safety kits
All fires are provided with our fire safety kit as 
standard (and we’ll give you a full handover 
for safe use) upon completing your tipi set 
up.

Fire guards
Our safety-tested fire guards add a clean 
barrier around the open fire. Brilliant for 
enjoying the appeal and warmth of the fire 
with the added comfort that your precious 
little hands are protected.

£40

External fire-bowl
Take the party outdoors and enjoy the casual, relaxed and special experiences shared around 
the light and warmth of the fire. Even better under a clear star-lit night setting, fingers 
crossed!

£50 inc 1 x bag of hard wood logs and kindling

warming fires
Warming

FIRES

Mini wooden fire-pit
Our mini fire-pit is the perfect addition to any discerning chill-out lounge. It's been lovingly 
crafted to bring all the joys of the large fire-pit but set at 60cm in height it's designed to be 
enjoyed whilst relaxing on sofas and casual furnishings.

£130 inc. smokeless fire logs for an 8-hour burn. 

Extra logs
Keep the fire burning as long as you wish with add-on fire-log packages.

£10 for 8 fire logs (Sufficient for an extra 8-hour burn)

£10 for extra hard wood bag 

£10 for 2 x 1ltr bio-ethanol refills

Bio-ethanol fire
Go smoke-free and enjoy the splendour of a real flame, with the peace of mind these are safe 
to be enjoyed in our closed tipis/structures without the smoke-top ventilation. 

£180 *Bio-ethanol fire sited inside large fire-pit base

For a sweet treat:
Bamboo 30cm skewers, 100 pack: £3

Marshmallows jumbo pack: £6



6m square tent (*links seamlessly to tipis & together)

Stylish, harmonious and spacious. Our superb 6m x 6m is the perfect 
accompanying add-on structure. In matching coloured fabric and 
complete with an elegant pitched roof for stunning visual impact - our 
6m tent is the ideal partner to our gorgeous bigger tipis. Let this star 
of the show shine in its own right as a ready-made food prep area, a 
large defined bar area, perhaps a children’s hub & baby changing zone 
or even set aside as a stand-out garden party space, a performance 
area or a sound/tech station. Combine two of our 6m spaces offering a 
extra-large, extra-awesome space for a multitude of uses. Matting and 
white lights included. 

£550 *Discuss bespoke furnishings packages incl. hard floor, catering amenities and more.

Hessian curtain screen: £25 
Catering trestle tables: £6 each

With four detachable, easy-to-open 
sides this space is great for a unique 
party pad, fabulous for food service 
and even better as an  outdoor stage 
or large bar/refreshments area

"

W

spacious additions
Spacious
Additions6.5m tipi: AKA Kung junior 

Meet our newest addition to our family - what a star she is! Our 6.5m 
Kung jnr is a real show-stopper. With all the charm and character of 
our larger tipis, yet coupled with an intimate and quaint feel, this 
delightful space is a wonderful haven for so many super soirées. 
It's sooo spesh when styled as a children's play den or a romantic 
glamping retreat. We love it when you gather your glam squad and 
share unforgettable moments in your very own luxury pamper suite

£600 (Including matted flooring).

Ultra-glam pamper parlour 
Offer your guests a dose of extra-gorgeousness with a super-chic 
pamper suite. Made for groups to gather and share those magical 
moments as the big event gets going. Perfect too as a posh pad to 
freshen up throughout the celebrations. 

£800 - package includes 2 dressing table with vanity mirrors and chairs, 
2 x full length mirrors, dressing screen, 2 armchairs and drinks trolley 



Spacious
Additions

8.25m Kung tipi
Sized at a generous 8.25m, our Kung tipi is proportioned perfectly 
to bring added dimension and sparkle to your day. With all the 
rustic charm of our giant tipi, yet with a slightly lower height and 
width, it oozes intimacy, exclusivity and offers a sanctuary for guests 
to reconnect and soak up the wonderful atmosphere. Choose our 
Kung tipi and chill-out furnishings for a haven and retreat. Create a 
characterful bar, put-on a stand-alone party/workshop or let our Kung 
lay host to festival acts and music performances.

£785 (Including matted flooring).

8.25m Kung tipi porch
We're just sooo excited about this AMAZING addition to our 
beloved Kung tipis. Adding a raised porch to the Kung is now 
possible, not just possible but incredible. Offering a striking 
first impression not to mention the bundles of extra room and 
height inside, it's certainly turning heads!

£75

Meet our unique Ohana tipi 
A simple canopy, with or without side walls. Our Ohana is a fun and 
distinctive structure. Perfect as a chic outdoor chill space, a unique 
reception area or even a covered shelter for your activities. Offer 
the coolest shade hang-out on a summery day or how about adding 
a touch of flair for your totally awesome BBQ station or a rockin' 
outdoor music stage? 

£350  *Enjoy this from dusk 'til dark with coloured and/or fairy lights - see below

£35 per single wall panel  *Available in PVC, canvas or combination 

Add a gorgeous glow...   
We're the first to admit, this beaut is just fine and dandy as is. But if 
you're looking for that little bit of added sparkle, our fairy lights will create 
a charming ambience and take your from day to night. Go for coloured 
lights if it's a party space you're longing for. 

Fairy lights £60  *Each vertical pole

Colour change lights £80  *Sited in central apex of Ohana 

Ohana side wall panels



Introducing our fabulous porch...
Wow, we're swooning over another fantastic addition to our 
collection - the pretty ace porch. As always, in complementary 
tones, this is perfect for giving your guests the full-on VIP 
treatment with covered walkways around your event spaces. With 
its modular 3m x 2m system the scope is plentiful. Think long 
walkways, links to buildings, T and L sections to connect other 
structures. And that's not to mention how it's quickly making its 
mark as the number one choice for cooking, performance & stall-
style serving areas. 

£200 (Per 3m x 2m section inc. walls and roof canvas)

£400 (Per 6m x 2m section inc. walls and roof canvas) 

spacious additions Hand-crafted front entrance 
Our exclusive, one-of-a-kind cedar wooden frontage oozes 
originality, elegance and luxury. The added warmth and 
cosiness make this unique choice all the more fabulous for 
year-round events. It creates a striking first impression. Not 
to mention to extra room inside for window seats, coat rails, 
feature displays and more. Make that moment when guests first 
witness your awesome space extra special, as they step inside 
your dramatic space and take in the delights what's inside. 
 

£475 (Wooden cedar extension complete with oak double doors)



Extensions and weather-proofing 
Add space (up to 25% in fact) inside your giant tipi. Built with outdoor events 
in mind, our cleverly designed wall extension sections offer a solution that creates a 
straight wall. This allows bars and stages to be positioned further back meaning more 
space for you and your guests. Better yet, our wall extensions mean you can have a 
bar and a fire-pit in one giant tipi. Add solid oak doors to create an impressive and 
welcoming space that is made for guests to come and go with ease. Why not use 
the clear extension panoramic window mid-fill solution as the ultimate in weather-
proofing. It floods your tipis with light and means you can enjoy winter views of your 
idyllic setting from the warmth and comfort of inside your snug tipi! 
There's so much choice, struggling with it all, let one of our team guide you through 
the options. (All products shown only suited for use with 10.3m giant tipis)

Giant tipi extension: £275 (*Available in canvas, PVC or combination) 

Mid-fill solution: £325 (*Available in canvas, PVC or combination - used between 2 giant tipis) 

Extension/wall panel with solid oak doors: £400 (*Canvas, PVC or combination) 

spacious additions
Spacious
Additions



relax and unwind
Chill-out luxe
The definition of luxe; relax and unwind on our ultra-comforting, deep-red genuine Chesterfield leather sofas. Feel yourself recharge as you 
sink into our perfectly matched Chesterfield armchairs and soothe those dancing feet on our plump foot cushions. Draped over seating, our 
super-soft and sumptuous reindeer skins make for a truly warming and indulgent experience. Our premium set includes 2 sofas, 2 armchairs, 
1 foot stool, 4 reindeer skins, 3 cube seats, 2 bespoke hand-crafted teak coffee tables, 2 benches, 2 coloured floor rugs and 2 low coffee 
tables. 
Crank up the cosiness and add our delightful and uber-gorge mini fire-pit for a relaxing retreat.

Chill-out luxe: £400
Chill-out luxe and mini fire-pit: £530

Chill-out comfort
Add colour, texture and interest to your chill-out space with our classically-cosy, laid-back  
chill-out package. Complete with 3 cube seats, 3 pommel seats, 2 bespoke hand-crafted teak 
coffee tables, 2 stools, 2 low coffee tables and 4 floor rugs (11 seats total).

£195

Relax And
unwind

Chill-out luxe
The definition of luxe; relax and unwind on our ultra-comforting deep-red genuine Chesterfield leather sofas. Or sink into our perfectly 
matched Chesterfield armchairs and soothe those dancing feet on our plump foot cushions. Draped over seating, our super-soft and 
sumptuous reindeer skins make for a truly warming and indulgent experience. Our Nordic-inspired set includes 2 sofas, 2 armchairs, 1 foot 
stool, 4 reindeer skins, 3 cube seats, 2 bespoke hand-crafted teak coffee tables, 2 benches, 2 coloured floor rugs and 2 low coffee tables. 
Crank up the cosiness and add our delightful and uber-gorge mini-fire-pit for a relaxing retreat (17 seats total).

Chill-out luxe: £400
Chill-out luxe and mini fire-pit: £530

Be inspired to create your own oh-so-comfy!
Snuggle up on our Chesterfield armchairs whilst sipping fizz by candlelight. Add our quirky little 
mushroom stools that look perfect situated anywhere in the tipis. With our bespoke range, mix and 
match individual pieces for an original, tailor-made spaces.  

Chesterfield sofa: £60   Chesterfield armchair: £40 
Reindeer skins: £30    2-seater pommel chair: £25
Teak coffee table: £25    Mushroom stool: £15   
Pallet/herringbone coffee table £7.50  Soft blankets/throws/floor rugs £7.50 
Leather pouffe £7.50   Jute pouffe: £7.50   
Scatter cushions: £5 (Mix of designs will be provided) Wooden pallet: £5 (c.1200 x 1000mm)

  

Fab floor cushions
Channel your inner boho & free spirit and create the 
cosiest hang-out space. Our made-for-two peeps, 
1m square floor cushions are ultra plush and super 
comfy... We promise laid back vibes loved by all. 

£290 for set of 15 cushions



Relax And
unwind

Rustic poseur tables
Tactile, full of charm and rustic appeal. Exclusive to Tipi Unique, our hand-crafted wooden 
poseur tables are a wonderful alternative to the traditional glass/chrome poseur tables. 
Create casual and relaxed spaces for guests to connect, share experiences and soak up the 
atmosphere of the event. Try them near the bar, around the dance floor or as feature tables 
within external terraced/patio areas. Complete the look with complementary stools.

Poseur table: £20 each
Poseur stools: £7 each

Premium bar package
Choose these original pieces to add style, charm & to 
define your bar or other key spaces. Feel the embrace 
and comforting hug from our gorgeous teak thrones. 
Lap up the sumptuous feel of our cow hide stools and 
give your guests an extra treat with fun swivel seats, 
all perched perfectly around your reception areas.. 

£195 *Includes 2 rustic poseur tables, 2 beer barrels, 2 teak swivel 
chairs, 2 cow hide stools and 2 tractor swivel stools.

Premium bar stools: (teak and tractor 
swivel and cow hide) £20 each

3m floral hoop
Hanging floral installations are simply spectacular. Seek your inspiration from 
natural foliage, or beautifully designed floral blooms. Go DIY or bring in the pros and 
create your very own stunning arrangements using over-sized hoops and cartwheels.                                         
Go bold and minimal and leave elements bare for that aged, up-to-the-minute 
farmhouse-inspired look!
Perfectly positioned in the centre of the tipis or suspended wherever your heart desires, 
these make for the most astounding and unique photo frames and backdrops. We’ll even 
make sure your feature piece can be easily raised/lowered for decorating. 
Add a glitter ball for glimmering gorgeousness!

3m metal hoop: £100.00 *Foliage/dressings not included

Oak cartwheels
Reclaimed and lovingly restored to their former 
beauty, these stand-out statements look adorable 
adorned with festoon lights or the foliage and 
frillies of your choosing
Elevate your roofscapes to another level by 
combining our striking pieces for the ultimate 
show-stopper - guaranteed to grab all the 
attention! 

Oak cartwheel: £65
Oak cartwheel with festoons: £85
3m hoop and cartwheel: £165
3m hoop and cartwheel with festoon: £185

ROOFSCAPE WOWS



Vintage-inspired Edison lightbulb display
Exclusive to Tipi Unique, our captivating Edison lightbulb display is a real show-stopper. Built 
with love and inspired by the industrial-chic trend. We love its large classically-cool filament 
bulbs, metallic-yet-delicate lamp holder details, oh and of course the 2metre reclaimed oak beam 
for extra ooomph. Accentuate key spaces like chill-out areas, hang it over the bar for a quirky 
vibe or your head table as the perfect backdrop offering soft and subtle lighting. One thing's for 
sure, pics snapped under these lights will be beyond beautiful.

2m Edison display: £85 
4m Edison display: £170

Beer barrel feature stands
Create your own unforgettable moments with our rich, aged and full-of-history beer barrel 
feature pieces. Your guests will love these as a charming poseur table or try two together 
as original cake/dessert presentation tables. Make a statement as striking entrance 
displays and add floral height for a dramatic photographic background.

£35 each
Feature table: £80 (Includes 2 x beer barrels and wooden top)

Barrel inspo...
Whether it's a statement floral masterpiece or Insta-worthy cake presentation perch - 
either way, we're loving the eclectic and ever-interesting ways our barrels can be used. 

wow-factor gems



wow-factor gems

Keep the refreshments flowing  
If you're hosting your own bar or providing drinks-a-plenty to keep your guests topped up, then 
our casually-served, grab-a-drink, dive-right-in beer troughs and beer barrows are just the ticket. 
Position our hand-crafted troughs as table-top, go-to drinks stations or alongside our stunning 
wooden bars - the perfect partner. Set the scene, and the party vibe, with welcome drinks served 
ice-cold and 'ice-cool' from our stand-out barrows.   

Troughs: £30 each. 
Beer barrows: £30 each
 

Stylish coat-rail
Inspired by our Swedish roots, and hand-made from 
Spruce wooden poles, our statement rustic coat 
rail offers a practical yet stylish solution for up to 
40 coats, bags, hats shoes and buggies galore. Its 
harmonious design nestles into the shape of tipis. 
With a rugged, rustic design it is built for strength 
and durability. 

£30

Wow-Factor
gems

Garden games packages
Our garden games package comes complete with six fun-filled 
familiar activities from giant jenga, to skittles, limbo and the     
ever-competitive space hoppers - not to mention your very own race 
track. Add this fun touch to your celebrations, get all your guests 
involved, and enjoy the entertainment and laughter to be had. 

£50



Be sure to check out our 
Boutique Tipi Hotel 
brochure for more details. 

Signed with love easel
Hand-crafted from our hearts to yours. This rustic heart easel is 
one of the most adorable of ways to capture your special event 
memories. Cherish your unique masterpiece of best wishes, fond 
words and thoughts and display them proudly post event to keep the 
magic alive. 

£50 (Wooden blank heart guest book and black Sharpie)

Tall easel
Our cleverly designed tall easel has been carefully crafted to offer 
you the flexibility to present your plans, displays and more with ease 
Its adjustable mechanism makes it suited for features up to A1 - 
portrait or landscape.

£20

swooning after...
Thank you to all the Tipi Unique 
team for helping our wedding look 
and sound amazing!! 

Your unique lighting looked so 
gorgeous and was exactly how we 
had envisaged! Your fire bowl and 
games were enjoyed by so many of 
our guests and helped to give our 
wedding the relaxed, fun feel we 
were hoping for.

''

Katie and Tim - Furnishings and lighting hire.

Dressing and styling your events has to be the most 
enjoyable part of any celebration - adding your own 
twist, getting lost in the crafting, or searching for that 
something special to enchant and entertain guests. We 
love flying the flag for uniqueness and we're always glad 
to share our hand-picked and most inspired ideas - the 
ones that really do make us swoon! 

Enjoy, with love Tipi Unique team x  

PA System
Our PA system is just the ticket for all your first-class sound needs. 
With cutting-edge tech, our slim-line and discrete PA system means 
you can link up mics for speeches/presentations, jam with acoustic 
campfire sessions and maybe even host a bit of karaoke. When done, 
turn DJ and use the aux connection or pair up your smart device via 
Bluetooth signalling (perfect for the latest gadgets), and blast your 
fave playlists for the perfect vibe all night long. 

£200 (Provided with 1 microphone)

Mirror ball
 For some, our giant rotating super-sparkly mirror ball is the 
number-one accessory - booked even before a tipi in some cases! 
Trust us, this is a proper party gem! Once your guests see those 
twinkles, it will be so hard to resist hitting the dance floor and 
boogying the night away. 

£50

SWOONING 
AFTER...



swooning after...

Picture perfect photobooth
Ahhh capturing the moments... whether it's a framed view of your 
picturesque setting or groups of your guests letting their hair down 
and getting snap happy - with or without comical props! One thing's 
for certain, it's a must for awesome entertainment and ever-lasting 
memories. 

£75
£125 with personalised date/name graphics

Crisp sandwich station
Craving late-night munchies satisfaction - this has to be the ultimate 
foodie station. This delectable idea certainly tempted us, and from 
the reactions we've had this nostalgic station is sure to impress. Crisp 
butties - so simple and effective, just add your fave treats, bread and 
marg and hey presto evening food - done!

 £75

Eryk - our noble leader
Meet Eryk - our newest statement décor piece. He looks spectacular 
perched upon the rustic frames & draped in stylish florals/
embellishments. Channelling our Nordic roots, Eryk's namesake 
symbolises leadership, with a  sense of adventure & travel. He’s not 
governed by tradition and is our lovable visionary & an inspirational 
being... Add a touch of Eryk flair to your next event 
🏼
£75

Stylish Adirondack chair set
Our solid wood super-stylish Adirondack chair set invites you to relax 
and escape the day-to-day. This chair is naturally weather resistant 
making it perfect for dressing your stunning exterior terraces and 
outdoor spaces. *Why not add warmth and texture with plush 
cushions, throws and skins. Oooh, just think of the cosy....

£150 for four chairs

SWOONING 
AFTER...

Ladder displays
Snuggle up and keep cosy. Order your fave blankets or other trinkets 
and possessions on these interesting steps. We just can't decide on 
our fave - this beautiful blanket presentation or perhaps tiers of your 
fave tipples... 

£40 (Duo of ladders)

£50 (Single ladder with four lush and ultra-soft throws)

Cable drum chic
Wow wow wow, if ever there was a piece that oozes versatility, 
this statement cable drum table has to be it. Bang on-trend and 
so stunning in whatever it's form, it's one of our most distinctive 
features. We're loving this right now as cake and drinks displays, 
a special place and ode to family and times gone by, or even the 
hottest seats in town for you and your sweetheart.

£35

Card/gift box 
A place of safe-keeping, a carefully crafted place for your special 
things. Our hand-made vintage card box is full of rustic charm. It's 
certainly big on style and space for all of your precious cards and 
gifts. 

 £30

Bohemian floor seating  
We're pretty sure there's always room for a fabulous boho scene at 
any event. Cue our inspired low-level seating scene. Mix textures, 
colours and patterns for the perfect place to gather like-minded 
souls. Particularly gorge as a grazing table or canapés counter.

£150 *includes 2 pallets, geometric runner, 3 x reindeer skins and 
mix of 10 pouffes and 5 scatter cushions and 2 x cluster Moroccan 
lanterns (3 each)

SWOONING 
AFTER...



swooning after...

Sweet cart/drinks cart
A hugely popular hit with children and adults alike. Opt for a sweetie 
cart and fill your sweetie jars with your fave retro sweets or match 
them to your theme or inspiration. Present a welcoming drinks cart 
complete with all the trimmings to help guests relax and get into the 
swing of the party.  

£100 (Lights, swagging, sweets, jars and drinks not included)

Bubble machine
Create a magical and uplifting vibe with our totally awesome bubble 
machine. For an off-beat, super-cool surprise element to your event, 
fill your tipis with oodles of gorgeous bubbles. Frame poignant 
moments or perhaps mark the start of the party with thousands of 
beautiful, rainbow-coloured bubbles floating around your celebration 
space. Fun for all ages guaranteed!  

£30

Statement floating shelf
Crafted from reclaimed wood, our bespoke 'create-your-own 
statement shelves are full of character and rustic charm. With endless 
opportunities inside the tipis to present your shelf - all you need to 
do is decide on the pieces and trailing foliage and florals needed 
to create your very own stunning focal point! Add luscious dangling 
lightbulb lanterns overflowing with organic florals for an ultra-fresh 
vibe!

 £50 floating statement shelf
 £5 lightbulb lantern additions (per lantern)

Playful swing seat
Bring the fun with this amazing addition. It's stunning waney 
edge wooden seat is beautifully enhanced with thick rope swinging 
handles. Hang from trees/viewpoints or even outdoor terrace areas. 
Perfect for winding away the hours enjoying the setting. Equally as 
cool for entertaining guests or as a quirky photobooth area. 

£75

3-tier cake stand 
Rustic, natural and all-out stunning. Our 3-tier cake stand is the 
perfect complement to any stunning array of sweets and treats for 
those delectable display tables and cake stations. 

£10

Blackboard
Create visually vibrant statements or offer up menus and a little slice 
of what's to happen next. With a multitude of ways to incorporate 
chalkboard design into your event - the possibilities for this fun and 
artsy touch are endless!

£10

Whimsical wisteria
Opting for a flash or a pop of wisteria can transcend your tipis into 
a whimsical wonderland. We love these delicate details gathered in 
blooming bunches around the tipis or flowing from feature arches/
displays

5 sets per tipi: £100(Recommended amount, ask for suggestions of use and 
suited quantities). 

Decorative artificial ivy
Drape the beams with rich green trailing ivy for a dramatic contrast 
against the natural canvas, bare wooden poles and yellowy hue 
of the tipis. This nature-inspired décor draws the outdoors indoors 
and adds earthy splashes of colour to reflect the fabulous natural 
environment that lays host to your event.  

5 sets per tipi: £100(Recommend amount)

SWOONING 
AFTER...

SWOONING 
AFTER...



swooning after...

Swing for two 
As fabulous as our hang-from-anywhere swing, our sturdy-framed 
version offers endless possibilities to site this striking piece in so 
many spectacular settings. Utterly breath-taking against lakeside or 
rich and mature wooded backdrops.

£125

Lantern roofscape 
Partial to a ravishing roofscape? Our white lantern globe grid is an 
eye-catching and impressive feature that's fresh and ultra-gorgeous. 
Paired with our festoon lights it sets the scene for warm, relaxed and 
dramatic vertical spaces. With this addition, your tipis certainly will 
be dressed from tip to toe. *Note lanterns cannot be hung above open fires. 

£140 - sufficient white lanterns for 1 giant tipi 
£240 - including lanterns & festoon light swagged throughout 

Hoop hoop hoo-ray
Trios of loveliness always make for the best design statements - take 
our extra-awesome wooden hanging hoops. Go vertical for stand-out 
statements, flip these and create clever and unique chandeliers, 
or one of our fave of-the-moment ideas sees these form splendid 
surrounds for seating plans. 

£65 

Boutique tipi hotel
Thinking about end-of-the-night accommodation - look no further 
than our divine boutique tipi. Whether you need a place to crash 
after your fun-filled gathering, you're dreaming of a gorgeous 
glamping village or want something really unique for a special 
occasion - we’ve got it covered. *See Boutique tipi hotel brochure for more info. 

From £150

SWOONING 
AFTER...

Pair our Kungs for a 
space-saving solution 
Introducing the long awaited, innovative       
pair-pair 8.25m Kung link. Perfect for the 
narrower/elongated spaces at just 8.25m wide, 
16.5m long, this combination offers plentiful 
opportunities to create a unique and utterly 
unforgettable party space. 

£1,570

Ohana double gorgeousness
Why not opt to pair our best value structures together for an extra-
awesome 14m long x 7m wide shelter/celebration space? Define your 
zones with comfy chill spaces and don’t forget that all-important 
place to boogy the night away... 

 £700

Go linear with our pagodas 
With their square walls, and at 6m x 6m these structures offer a 
fabulous area which can be used so flexibly. Seamlessly connect the 
two for a ultra-generous cover for catering, an impressive bar, a VIP 
suite or multiple backstage/behind the scenes stations. The sky's the 
limit for these delightful pair. 

£1,100

TWICE AS NICE...



Uniquely hand-crafted
Perhaps the coolest thing about us, is that we are a super talented,
creative bunch. Our peeps are trend-obsessed, sparkle-crazy and of course not to 
mention rather skilful and crafty with all things wood. 
Between us, we can turn our hand to any creative project your heart desires. So if 
there's something that’s set your heart racing and you can’t find this
(despite hours of searching) or you don’t fancy taking on this project, speak to us 
about creating a bespoke piece for you.

Here’s just a few of our fab creations of late i.e. rustic arches, bespoke custom doors, 
maypoles, event signage, photobooths, chuppahs, geometric backdrops & more... 
Needless to say, they were loved by their proud owners once delivered.

Priced based on requirements

BESPOKE FOR YOU
BESPOKE FOR 

YOU

"The custom-made doors were 
magical - perfect for our Christmas 
workshop - thank you! 

£50 - Floating shelf

£100

£75 - bespoke sign

Chuppah - £150

£125 - square arch



Breath-taking lighting schemes 
You've chosen the perfect venue and styled it beautifully with your choice of 
delightful décor and finishing touches - now it's time to accentuate your event 
space with lighting that is guaranteed to impress. Illuminate your tipis, natural 
surroundings, buildings, car parking, ornamental or unique features. Create striking 
backdrops with coloured effects that can complement any event theming. Transform 
the ambience of any space with carefully selected fixtures to highlight stunning 
exterior and interior detailing. If it's a full-on night club vibe that you're after, look 
no further than our on-trend UV disco lights and superb rotating patterned party 
lights to take your shin-dig to another level. Functional, yet soooo fabulous!

£200 - 4 coloured floods (use for colour splashes against tipis or to uplight trees/features) 
Bespoke packages as required 

lighting designs
LIGHTING 
DESIGNS

£2.50 p/mtr - festoon lights





The
Fundamentals

Heaters
The perfect addition for that constantly warm 
and cosy feeling throughout the tipis. Our 
best-in-class indirect heater comes complete 
with discrete ducts, heat-protective matting 
(where required) and 12 hours of fuel.
EC55 heater: £200 (Up to 2 tipis)

EC85 heater: £250 (Up to 4 tipis)

Hard floor
Our woven matted flooring laid over specialist 
tarpaulins and linings is our firm fave flooring. 
However, should you require easy-access 
flooring or perhaps the weather and/or site 
conditions lend themselves to a more sturdy 
offering. With our flooring options starting 
from ply boarding, covered with our fab tipi 
matting to luxe solid polished wood floors - 
we’ve got great solutions to suit. Get in touch 
and we’d be happy to advise.

Giant & 8m tipi: From £725 (ply boarding 
*Matting would be applied over the top)

Specialist ballast 
systems
Car park, Astroturf, tiled floors etc. If you’ve 
got an area other than grass but you still love 
the look of our tipis for your event, worry not, 
our mighty tipis can be erected on pretty much 
any surface with our creative and innovative 
installation methods. We’ve got an array of 
innovative ideas from sub-floors to weighted 
ballast systems. Get in touch as we’d be glad 
to advise.

Price based on requirements

Road cable covers
Outdoor events may mean cables trailing back 
to far-off power sources. Our heavy duty cable 
covers offer complete protection and are safe 
for pedestrian and vehicle passing. Here's the 
details: they can be bolted down for a more 
permanent install and they come complete 
with 3 cable channels with hinged lid for easy 
cable insertion/tidying as you go. 
Each panel interlinks to the next and 'weight' 
for it (pardon the pun), they are tested for use 
with axle loads up to 6,000kgs.

£7.50 per cover. (H/W/L: 75 x 600 x 1000mm) 

Toilets
Posher than a compost loo or bucket and 
spade we promise! We're able to provide you 
with sure-to-impress, beautifully finished 
toilet units in a variety of sizes to suit your 
event numbers.

Prices from £550. *Guide price. Exact quote will 
be shared based on specification & delivery location. 

For a low-cost option, individual     
festival-inspired loos are available. (Ask for 
details).

Please ask about our sublime toilet tent 
package with covered space, matting 
and lighting - a neat little suite meaning 
you don't have to go outside to do your 
business. 

We've got the power
Backed up by our extensive experience, we’re 
the pros in sourcing the best generators 
and all the necessary supporting cabling, 
distribution and kit to go with. We make sure 
you don't have to worry about a thing and 
your event runs without a hitch.

Prices from £550. *Guide price. Exact quote will 
be shared based on specification & delivery location

On-site support
Our crew is bursting with expertise, passion 
and a desire to ensure your event is everything 
and more you'd hoped it to be. We’ll offer 
our helping hands for tipi-related tasks i.e. 
raise and lower sides (at anytime you choose 
- perfect for big reveal moments). Why not, 
let us stoke the fires, switch up lighting 
design and effects, manage your amenities 
like heating, power and loo provisions? You’re 
in control and can choose the length of time 
that best suits your needs, meaning you can 
just sit back and enjoy your event, knowing all 
the practicalities are taken care of.

£40 p/hr per person (+travel) 
£300 p/person (+travel) for up to 8 hours 
support. 

Decoration support
Nothing inspires us more than seeing your 
beautiful, lovingly hand-crafted creations 
ready to transform you tipis. Seeing your 
masterpieces take their place inside the tipis 
is just magnificent, and by golly there’s a 
lot of wonderful ways in which your tipis 
can be dressed; take our dramatic 7.4 metre 
rooftops, our stunning poles and linked areas 
- not to mention our central cross beams. Oh 
the possibilities! Let us provide the hanging 
hoops, poles, pulley systems and plentiful 
other ingenuous install methods for your 
creations. Better still, pass on your unique 
finishing touches you’d like displaying and 
leave our creative team to work their magic on 
your behalf.

£30 p/hr. *Advice on expected decoration 
support durations can be provided. 

the fundamentals

Choose an extra canister or two of diesel 
if you think you might use more during 
dressing or if you're hosting an after 
party/get-together the next day. £25 per 
20ltr.

We’ll even share our handy guide for 
bands and catering companies to check 
we’ve got all their power needs covered 
too.



Amazing the team are just so so lovely and 
worked tirelessly with me to make my wedding 
perfect. 

The tipis were stunning everyone who came 
were saying it was one of the best weddings 
they had ever been too. Everyone loved the fire 
pit for marshmallow toasting too.

Perfect day thanks so much for making it 
possible.

"

Jane and Jonny Beesley 



Get in touch:
We'd love to help plan your 

next unique event

Email: planmyevent@tipiunique.com  

Web: www.tipiunique.com  

Tel:  01606 246 125 or 0800 975 2 579

Prices current as at October 2018 and valid until 31 December 2019 

Get social with us: Search for ‘Tipi Unique’   © Tipi Unique. 2018 


